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I. Introduction

1. Although since its inception in 1958, the Economic Commission for Africa (EGA)
has been constantly concerned about statistical training in Africa, the general

frame-work v/ithin which such training was to be organized was set up only in 1978. ■
Ihe Statistical Training Prorrnmrre for Africa (STPA) was adopted by the tenth

session ;-f the Conference of African Statisticians in 1277 and was formally ■
established l:y ECO(XVITI)/Resolution 9 of the EGA Executive Committee in 1978. 'f -,

2. STPA is now about six years old. Following a transitory period mainly devoted

to organizational matters, the prop-raid's activities rapidly expanded during the
past few years. It seems fit, at the time when the sixth anniversary of STP A is

being celebrated, to 'examine sore key issues and problems concerning the develop

ment of the prctsramrr? as well as the future plan of action.

3. The first of.these issues relates to the organisation of the programme. It

should be pointer- out that the STPA is a co-ordinated effort between African

Governments .and relevant national institutions on the- one hand, and bilateral and

.multilateral donor agencies anl institutions as well as inter^overnmDntal

organisations on the other hand. The regional mechanism which exists at ECA has

the overall responsibility for- co-ordinating the STPA.

k. Another important issue concerns the results of the Study of the-Needs for

Statistical Training in Africa jointly undertaken by the Statistical Office of the

European Ccmnunities, on behalf of the Conmission of the European Communities, the

Secretariat of the Group of African, Caribbean and Pacific States (AGP States) and
ECA. This study, which was announced at the last session of the Joint Conference,

constitutes the first response of the Conmission of the European Cunnunities to the

request submitted to it by the AC? Council of>Ministers, on behalf of African

Governments, for regional funding of statistical training for the region.

S. Ihis leads to the question of technical and financial assistance for African

statistical training. 'Iho consequential effects of the recent cuts in the budget'

of the re^onal component of STFA financed by the United Nations Development

(UiOP) will be examined.

6. It is recor^izc.'l that the. availability of student-fellowships is one of the

major problems facing ■■the development uf STPA. Ihe action which should be taken by

African Governnents and donor agencies in this regard will be stressed. The
follow-up action undertaken in respect of the request submitted to the Ccnrnission,-
of the European Conrnuriities, as indicated earlier, as well as the contributions

expected from other bilateral and multilateral donor agencies and Institutions,
includin." the United Nations Organisation, will be reviewed.

7. A report will be made about new developments concerning the special assistance

to Portugueso-spcakiiig African countries in the field of statistical training.

8. Finally, the future plan of action will.be outlined in the light of the

consideration of the issues and prol-lems 'im/licated above.
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II. PrcfjrainTK organisation

9.. A number of issues which will be addressed under this section v/ill be found in
the report of the third inseting of Directors of Centres participating in the
Statistical ^Training Prograrane for Africa (STPA) - 2/ECA/PSD.3/20.

10, Ohe operational activities of STPA include the following:.

i) Ohe provision of adequate numbers of student fellowships for training at
the participating centres;

ii) The support of all statistical training institutions of a regional or
sub^-regional nature through the provision of fellowships for training of
trainers, the recruitment of lecturers and short-term consultants, the
provision of equipment, the assistance in the expansion of facilities and
the co-operative- development of teaching programmes, particularly by
strengthening co-operation among the various training centres;

iii) Tne provision.of assistance to countries in establishing and strengthening
national statistical training programmes, especially for in-service and -

. middle level, training;;

iv) The provision of special assistance to Portuguese-speaking African
countries in the field of-statistical training;

v) The_appropriate dissemination of information on statistical training
activities including annual surveys of activities of centres participating
in the STPA which cover information on number of students, curricula
review, financing and any associated problems.

11.^ The question of fellowships for studies at STPA centres will be considered
.again m another .section of the present paper. Nevertheless, it should be rade

clear at this point that trainee fellowships are not eligible for consideration
under the regional programme of donor agenci-s and that the relevant requests have
to be submitted within the framework of the prograi7ir.es which the donor agencies
established with each country. Proposals will be mad- later on concerning wavs and
means of overcoming this crucial problem of. availability of trainee fellowships.

12. The programme provides support to all participating centres which comprise
presently 15 members and 5 associate members.

13. It seems useful to review the criteria for admitting new numbers in order to
fully respond to the- objectives assigned to the programme. Two major criteria were
used to adp.it initial members to STPA, namc-ly:

i) the international nature of services offered; and

ii) the practiced nature of teaching proccrairaws, responding to the needs of
national statistical services.
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14. It has been realized that the criteria regarding the international nature of

services offered no longer seems to. be strictly adhered to by some STPA centres.

This is due partly to the difficult local conditions prevailing in some host
countries at the moment. Another reason is the existence in many English-speaking

African countries of university facilities which could be used for training
statisticians, although their curricula are not often practically oriented._

15. On the whole, the criteria relating to the practical nature of teaching has
been observed by STPA centres which actively participate in the co-operative
development of teaching programmes,- .-especially through the meeting ;of Directors of

centres participating in the programme,

16. -It is suggested that the support to all centres participating1, presently in the
prograime should continue but that the volume of. the assistance should take into
account the magnitude of the regional services effectively offered. It is hoped

that the local"situations will improve in the course of time in those host countries
where this factor is an obstacle to the participation of more students from other

African countries for training in the field of statistics.

17. ' For the future, it is proposed that only de jure regional statistical training
institutions or national statistical training centres where foreign students make

up at least a third of the total number of the students enrolled could be considered

for admission as members of STPA. In addition, the curricula of the centres

concerned should be geared to the training of practising statisticians and they

should have provided a significant number of trained statisticians to national
statistical services as well as other government statistics departments of the

region.

18. 'The main criteria for selecting STPA associate centres are the following:

(i) regular organization of short refresher-and/or specialized training courses for

practising statisticians; (±i) adaptation of curricula to the problems of
developing countries; (iii) participation in the courses of a significant number
of candidates from the African region; (iv) establishment of links with STPA

centres. Efforts are being made to identify other associate centres, especially

French-speaking ones, in view of the importance ..of requirements in.this area.

19. As it will be indicated in the following section of this document, the

requirements for professional staff of the English-speaking African countries and
for middle level staff of both English and French-speaking countries have increased

rapidly as compared with the estimates from the 1977 EGA study of statistical
training needs in Africa. Therefore, relevant national facilities have to be
established -and/or strengthened, especially as regards the in-service and middle
level statistical training. Ihe assistnace of donor agencies and institutions in
this respect could take the form of recruitment of lecturers and short-term

consultants, provision of equipment and development of teaching materials.

20. Proposals have already been made to the European Economic Conmunity for the

recruitment of consultants, under the regional programme of the European Development
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minri (FDF) to preuare teaching materials for in-service, middle level .and
SSeSSSl staSs^al tra£inS. It has also.been suggested that morions.groups
should be, organised to review these Reaching materials and to recomcnd tab .

necessary follow-up action. ■ .

21 The special assistance to Portugese-speaking African countries in the field
of statistical training will be examined under a separate .section. - .. - .

ining opportunities available in and outside the g f 7^.f
S centre know about the development of statistical ™ins activities in

, ^ cmpA /-H-n intprpRt a'l relevant

3ns etc. in tne pruoxeniD ui «j.xj.^^j ^^v—-«-—— - _ ■ . .

their attention to the financial and technical support required an that

field. ■■■•" ■■ ■'"'■ - .

23!' So far, information has been disseminated through various means which include
the following: . .

- Circular letters: ! .These are used by the secretariat as a means o£. ■ .-.
disseminate inportant information about the indentation °f ;^ STPA..-
and on some special short-term statistical courses organized outside the

region. ■■ .

- Directory of STPA centres: mis biennial publication includes detailedj
SraSon on each STPA centre such as the. teaching staff, the teaching
nrc-:rrgmiES. the conditions of admission and the living conditions. JX, ■

. ^ssS^ national statistical' services, TOP offices in ^J .andother
departments interested in the trainina programs to be able to identify
centres to which trainees could be sent. • .■

STPA News:' It provides concise, up-to-date and easily accessible
information about the STPA in general on a re^lar am ^i^^^^
fhnn the' Directory. Following a recommendation ol the NL-etuiE 01. Directors
of"entres"arUcyiPatin,-in the STPA, the E.A secretariat now endeavours to
include in the SIPA News information about short-tern specialised
statistical training courses available to MVican countries. Six is.u.s of
the'STPA News have been published so far.

- Statistical Newsletter: It gives a sun*** of the^in ^fS^der"
t-aken'in the .ECA Statistics Division, inclucanrr »™MtWLties,

■ particularly the summary report of the missions earned ou. m that .

framework
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24. It is envisaged to strengthen co-operation between STFA centres and associate
centres mainly in the areas of the training of trainers for STPA centres and the

co-ordination of their training activities. For that reason, it is hoped that more

information on associate centres trainin--; activities of interest to the region can
be disseminated throu^li the STPA News.

25. The secretariat is also planning to compile tho statistical teaching programmes
of non-STPA centres in a directory for wider dissemination. To achieve that

objective, the secretariat vail need the collaboration of all rational statistical
offices in getting national statistical training centres available in the reri.cn to

send relevant Information to oho EGA Statistics Division.

III. Conclusions and recommendations of the joint EBC/.ACP/ECA Study of the

Needs for- Statistical 'Training in Africa

26. The objectives of the study were: (i) to heighten awareness by ^overnmant

authorities of the importance of comprehensive and reliable statistics for economic

and social development planning:; (ii) to collect information, country by country,

which will enable statistical training needs to be estimated for the next ten years

by type and level of training (iii) to evaluate the resources vjhich would be

necessary to satisfy thesw needs, the ways in which these resources mi^ht be

provided by external assistance, and the conditions required to ensure1 the

effectiveness of such assistance in improving African statistical services.

27. The study covered 37 African countries South of Sahara. !ho Mahgreb countries""

were not visited since they wore not signatories to the Lome Convention, Also, a

special study would be needed for the Portugese-speaking African countries.

28. The results of the study vail be presented .~x length at the Meeting of Directors
of STPA centres scheduled to be held in Addis Ababa from 31 October - 4 November

1983. Since the report of that ineetinf, will be made available to the present
Conference, only the main conclusions and recommendations will be given under the
present section. They are summarised below.

29« African countries and aid :vy3ncie-s should ensure tliat the training of

statisticians produces effective results in the improvement of their statistical

systems. Statistical services must be better organised with precise but compre

hensive work profsrarnres, -'And with statistical units spread throughout the regions

of the country and in other ministries as more trained st.aff .become available.

However, it should be pednted jut that die activities concerning all aspects of the

development of the statistical system should be co-ordinated in an effective way.

These include decisions on statistical priorities, harmonisati^n of concepts>

definitions, classifications and i^thods. It is also important that a hi^rh.level

body, which can take decisions ?.t the political level, bo sot up to ensure this

co-ordination.

30. In order to achieve the objectives r-f trie statistical development programme,

within the context of the natural plan, statistical services :mst have'necessary
resources to carry out their functions, especially in terns cS an adequate supply of
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trained personnel, provision of own Oata processing -;;nd printing facilities and

sufficient funds to cover other recurrent costs.

31. Statistical services rust ensure- that the statistics they produce are meeting

the needs of their countries. They should make the- data more accessible ;:tnd under

standable and undertake s'-rne primary an-alysis. They mast.also be concerned with

the speed ?jk3 continuity cf their work so that statistical publications and

reports on surveys, etc. can bo issued ro^lorly, in a tiiiiely nr-innc-r.

32. Finjtlly, the work pro-jrarranos ?nd the workiii;:v conditions of the statistical

services should be sufficiently attractive in order to minimae the losy of tr-iined

staff to other government departments ?i\& the private- sector. This i"equix'es an

irnprovon^nt in managerial perfon^ance and the establishment of a well-structured

scheme of service;

33. 'Ihe results of the study indicate an overall requirement of some 5,200

professional and 7,500 middle level statisticians to be trained during the ten-

year period 1983-9^ for 36 African countries out of the 37 countries which have

been covered. -The estimates exclude Nigeria f:.r which it v/as assume-;; that all

requirements will be met from its owi resources.

34. The distribution of staff requirements by level and lan,^u:vco group is as

follows:

Post"<raduate trainin,T

Enr-lish

French

First d

English

French

Middle

English

French

Total

i.e:-^ee ti

Total

level ti

1,070

240

iainins

3,06-3

360

'ainin;

4,5^0

2,930

Total J^Q

35 D As already indicated, tht-se fi:;-jores suggest that there hns been a rapid

increase in the requireirents for professional staff (first de;Tree and postgraduate)

for the Sn.^lish-speakin;;; countries ai:d f.-r middle level staff in both language

groups as corpared with the estimates from the 1977 ECA study of statistical

tr-aininr' needs in Africa.
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36.- It is sur^ested that the requirements of the English-speaking; African countries
at the first decree level should be met- by the existing STPA centres and other
national universities having departments of statistics. In this connection, more
enphisis'should be /riven to courses in statistical methods rather than mathematical
statistics especially in non-STPA centres.

37. Ihe need for postgraduate training in applied statistics has been stressed by
the Enrlish-speakinn; countries and one STPA centre has already been identified for

this purpose. Another STPA'centre could also be considered as a possibility.

38. , Jhe ten-year requirements 'of the French-speaking African countries for
professional statisticians are very similar to the estimates from the 1977 study
mentioned above. These requirements will be met mainly by the French-speaking STPA
centres.. However, some courses at the in^ehieur des travaux statistiques (ITS)

level, have been reported to be planned In Benin and.Madagascar. The' transfer of
the training of -inggnieurs statisticiens'econoiustes (ISE) from CESD in Paris to
■?.t least two STPA centres is .also envisaged,"

39._ As regards the training of middle level statisticians, tht,- study, concludes that
highest priority should be riven to developing such training programmes locally in
each country. However, there is the need to have at least one regional centre to

deal ^ on a permanent basis with the requirements of small size countries such as the
Gambia, Seychelles, etc. Also, the existing STPA centres offering regional services
should continue to do so until the user countries will have established effectively
their own facilities.

■40. ^Refresher training courses (seminars, workshops and study tours) for practising
statisticians need to be orr/msed as frequently as possible within .African countries
in order to minimize; the cost and to have us wide en audience as possible. However,
such courses are-also offered by training institutions outsido the region, including
the STPA associate centres, in view of the increased demands in this area and the
need to take advantage of new tc-enniques.

lll« Other types cf training are required for the providers of raw data (company
accountants, .administrators, etc.,), for the users of statistics and for the

statisticians themselves for a better understanding between all three groups. ■

'■!<:. In the li^ht of the above, the study recommends that African governments should
demonstrate their willingness to train statisticians at all levels"by:

. setting up local training- facilities for sub-profcssional staff

. ensuring that adequate numbers of fellowships are awarded for training
statisticians, either financed by national resources or- by bilateral

. .or multilateral donor agencies.

^3. In order to solve administrative- delays -and bottlenecks, each country, should
plan its requests, reserving a certain number of fellowships for statistical
training. In the moantine, donor agencies should facilitate -and speeJ up the
procedures for'granting fellowships to candidates who are accepted for courses or
pass the entrance examination.
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50.. On the other hand, it lias been observed .that some STPA centres are still
heavily dependent on external assistance to provide them with teaching staff. _ :

51. The'Africanization of teaching staff already.,begun at the centres should be

continued 'and intensified. In that connection,each centre should establish.a .,-

trainers1 training programme. Such a programme should clearly indicate the number-. ■

of teachers who should be trained each year during a period of five or ten years

and should include campaigns to persuade young graduates to go into the-1 teaching of

statistics as a career. The programme should be duly approved by- the appropriate..

authorities of the host.country and/or by the governing council of-each centre.

52. New requests for the provision of teachers through external assistance.should .

as much as possible, correspond to the trainers' training programme-. - Thus, foreign

assistance experts could be posted to the centres when the counterpart staff are

on study leave. It might,however, become necessary -at the end of the training

period of the counterpart staff, to make provision.for a period of initiation lasting

some months before the departure for good, of the experts.

53. Consultants arc generally needed by .STPA centres to lecture in specialized
areas such as sample surveys, experimental design and data processing for relatively

short periods of a maximum of three months. However, some- centres have requested

the services of consultants to give lecturers on fundamental courses such as

statistical methods and economics so that the duration of contracts had to be

extended in some cases. Tne use of consultants for such fundamental courses should

be avoided as far as possible in future. About 32 consultancy assignments of

duration varying from 2 weeks to 6 months have been financed so far by the STPA

regional component in support of the participating centres.

54. It is-a well known fact that one of the major .problems in developing STPA

concerns availability of fellowships for studies at centres participating in the

programme. One of the major causes of this problem lies in the administrative

procedures. The services sponsoring candidates may not know how to go about

applying for fellowships from the various donor countries and .agencies. As a

result, requests may be sent too late, may arrive too late, cannot be considered

because inappropriate procedures are used, or may become lost in a bureaucratic naze.

The various parties concerned have to make concerted efforts to' resolve the problem.

The recipient countries should plan their fellowship needs and communicate to the

various donor countries and agencies, at the beginning of each year, the number of

fellowships they wish to reserve for statistical training by level of course. They

should also contact the local representatives of the various donor countries and

agencies to enquire about procedures for submitting fellowship applications.•

55. The donor countries and agencies should set aside the number of fellowships

requested and proceed to-their award, following accelerated procedures, as soon'as

the STPA centres decide'which, candidates they will admit on the basis-of the

z^esult of■ entrance examination or after consideration of application forms. They

should also'ensure that their procedures for fellowship applications are widely

circulated .among African countries. ■ '
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56 STPA centres should send to the countries and the donor countries and agencies
concerned the lists of candidates admitted for the following academic year as soon

as such lists become available. They should also make it a point to regularly draw
the attention of user countries to the various possible sources of fellowsmps, .

including national resources.

57 A1 revision of the request for-regional funding of African statistical training
submitted in December 1980 to the' Commission of the European Coirrnunities was under
taken jointly by ECA and the ACP Secretariat. This revision takes fully into _
account the results of the joint SEC/ACP/BCA Study of the Needs for Statistical

Training in Africa.

58. In accordance-with the recommendations of the above study, the irnrr^iate _
objectives of the regional project submitted to SEC are to support all statistical
training institutions of-a regional or sub-regional nature througn:

i) the prevision of fellowships for training of teaching staff;
ii) ' the recruitment of lecturers and. short-tern consultants;

■ ■ iii) 'the provision of financial assistance in the organization of
- regional seminars -and workshops as well as study tours;

iv) the assistance in the development of teaching materials; ana

v) the provision-of equipment.

59. Separate requests concerning, capital expenditures on buildings (e.g. for
the Abidjan, Dar-es-Salaam and Kigali centres) are not considered under this

regional project.

60. The total contributions requested from the European Economic C-nitJ (EEC^
for the five-year nericd 1984-1983 amount to US dollars 4,136,000. This fis^re
npv charge slishtlv after the discussions, which will take place soon after uhe
P^paSn of the" present paper, with the ACF Secretariat, the Cormussien of the
European Communities and SOEC.

61. It is hope* that supplementary infection on the process nede concerning the
consideration of this regional request by SEC could be brought to the attention of

the Conference.

62. It should be pointed out that the above regional -request does not take into
account the assistance of EEC under the multi-year prosraimes which it establish
wTt^achV state. These country pro^armes can be used for firmcmgtraine,
fellowships and the establishment and/or strengthening of national training

facilities in the field of statistics.

63. Such assistance can. also be requested from other donors such as the United
Nations Develops Prograiane (UNDP) under its Indicative ?L™ff»e^lce
(country IFFs), the Comronvieslth .Fund for Technical co-operation CFTC), *™ce>
UnSingdom R^deral Republic of Germany,_ Sweden Portu^a United States of .
America (USA) and the Union of Socialist Soviet Republics (USSR). Th=se donors
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have already provide..1, assistance to African statistical training and haw: expressed

an interest in continuing and strengthening their- participation.

V. Special assistance to Portur^gg-speakiri£ African countries

6^. At the last session of the Conference, it was reported that Portuguese-speaking
African countries had recorrmended5 durinr a meeting held at Addis Ababa in October

1980, the regionalisation of the Uibanop Centre in Angela t.. train the Middle level
statistical personnel require..! by those countries. Later on5 the ECA Conference of

Ministers, held -at Freetown in April 1981, adopted the Resolution -]415(XVT)

requesting the ECA Executive Secretary to take ^.11 'appropriate steps t;> provide'

technical assistance to Portu^e^o-spoakinp, African countries within the framework

of S1PA and urging the Unite! Nations Development Pro.-rainnL1 to ^ive adequate

financial support to the nati mn?3. an:I re'donil projects to bo proposed by countries
in the .r^r

65. A11 ECA mission visited Maputc, Mozambique;, in November 1932 in order to obtain

confirmabion of the country's willingness to use the Lubanr.c Centrt. In fact, only

Mozambique was net represented at the 1980 Addis Ababa meetinc.,' ^ne ECA mission

could not r-;et a clear-cut .^iswor to the questicn,

66. Tne ECA mission was next scheduled t- visit /.n^ola to discuss ways and means
of implementirv;; the project for strengthening the Daban:-;; Centre but it was

informed that the country1s authorities were not ready to receive such a mission.

67. f-Ster considerjji^ all the relevant facts and in view :;f the present situation
in the Southern Africa3 the secretariat has come to- the c inclusion that it would

not be possible to implement at this time- the project of strengthening the Lubsn^c

Centre. It seems3 therefore, advisable to suggest alternative solutions in order

to meet the requirements of the countries of the £roup.

680 In this connextion3 the secretariat is pl?jTnin.^ to hire a consultant to review

the statistical training needs of the Pnrtuguese-speakin;;, African countries and to

prepare a t^uide syllabus for in-service statistical trninip^: for -the use of these

countries. A number of Portugese-spe'akinr, candidates have already been identified

and the recruitment process will start so-.-n aft^r the pr>--7wrnK? of missions will

have been agreed upon by the c::untries concerned,

69c It is also envisaged to hiro5 at a later sto&e, one or two consultants to

prepare teaching; raaterials, in the Portuguese lcri'.^ja^e, to be useu by the countries

of the ^roup in conivxi;jn with the rojicle syllabus for in-service statistical

training referred to above.

1

70, Mho secretariat is prepared to pr.jvide tecimical assistance to the Portuguese-

spewing African countries in their 'efforts tv establish an:7or develop-in-service

statistics training prc-T-amnit's. It is :ils<. v/illinr; to assist ?.id agencies wishing

to help the countries of th^- rz":vr> in this endeavour.
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71. Efforts will be made at the same time to identify statistical training centres,

both within and outside the region^ which could, be used oy these countries for

training statistical personnel at the professional level. Meanwhile young

university graduates in economics^ ivat;herna';ics'3 socioio^ ar^- related fields could

be recruited by the national statistical services of the countries concerned.

These young graduates could be sent abroad for short-term specialised training in

the field of statistics. Such short-term courses could also be organized on a

periodic basis in one or tvo countries of the group for all of them.

72. Donor countries and agencies should consider the possibility of financing the

special statistics training programr© for the Portuguese-speaking African countries

within the context of the overall S'TPA.

VI. Future plan of action

73. In the light of the above, it is proposed that the future plan of action for

the overall Statistical Training Progranzrie for Africa (STPA) should focus on the

following issues.

- Better planning cf fellowships and strearrlinirif: of the procedures for

awarding them which involve the African countries and donor agencies;

- Assistance to countries in the establishment and/or development of local

facilities for middle- level and/or in-service statistical training;

- Strengthening of the regional nature- of STPA centres;

- Support to S'TPA centres according to the importance of the regional

services offered;

- Assistance- in the establishment of post-^aduate courses in applied

statistics in-at least two English-speaking centres, e.&. at the

Institute of Statistics and Applied Economics (ISAE), University of

Makerere, and the Department of Statistics, "University of Ibadan;

- Assistance in the establishment of ingenieurs statisticiens economistes

(ISE) course in at least two French-speaking centres, e.g. at the

Institut de statistical de planification et d'e'eonomie applique*e(ISPEA)

Yaounde, and the Ecole nationals supefrieure de staxistique et- d'e'eoncgnie

appliquee (ENSEA), Abidjan;

- Co-operative dovolopmsnt of teaching progrann^fi for trairiing at all levels3

including the preparation of .guide syllabuses and relevant teaching

materials;

- Assistance in the organization of refreshwr1 courses, semi-Tars and

workshops in the field of statistics,, either by .STPA centres or STPA

associate centres;
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- Assistance tc STPA centres in establishing links with recognized statistical
training institutions outside the region;

- Special assistance to Portugese-speaking African countries in the field of
statistical training.

22 ES ^
StSSfon the one hand, and bilateral and mltilateral donor countries and
agencies as well as international organizations on the other nand.

7S More specifically, follow-up action vail be undertaken on the request submitted
ll'wto region^ funding of African statistical training. Steps will be taken to
ens™ Zttte Sivities^of this project .are co-ordinated with those wittan the
overall STPA programme-

76. The present session of the joint Conference is invited to:

- express its opinion on the activities carried out so far under STPA at
tS tiL 4n the program is about to celebrate its sixth anniversary;

- content on the issues and problems pointed out in the present document
and raise any other relevant questions for discussions;

- comrent and formlate suggestions on the proposed future plan of action
for STPA as indicated above*

- adopt, after due consideration, the report of the third meeting of
Directors of Centres participating in the Statistical Training Programme

for Africa (STPA).


